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• AGS
Professor takes funding
message to grad students
By Melissa Paquette
City Editor
Professor of Botany and Qua-
ternary Studies George Jacobsen
yesterday asked the Association of
Graduate Students to get involved
in asking the Maine Legislature to
increase funding for the Universi-
ty of Maine.
Jacobsen is part of the Faculty
Five, a group that last March began
advocating for the university after
it investigated the lack of state
funding given to the Orono cam-
pus.
"We think that the students at
the University of Maine — grad
students in particular — who are
articulate, intelligent people, we
know you are, are in a position to
make the point as strongly as we
are as professors," Jacobsen said.
As the land and sea grant uni-
versity of the state, the Orono cam-
pus has a particular role in helping
develop the state's economy, Ja-
cobsen said. He said that the re-
search conducted by faculty and
graduate students in Orono can
lead to new business and industry
for the state.
Jacobsen said although the
state's budget has increased be-
tween $60 million and $70 million
each year since 1990, the amount
allocated to the University of Maine
System has decreased by $27 mil-
lion since 1990. In addition, the
United States average of state ex-
penditures for higher education is
10 percent of the state budget,
which includes both state and fed-
eral money. In contrast, Maine
allocates less than 5 percent of its
budget to higher education, Jacob-
sen said.
The state should be giving more
funding to the university and less
to other social programs because
investing in higher education pro-
duces positive results that directly
affect social services, Jacobsen
said.
"For example, the development
of new industries and new busi-
nesses and new jobs create reve-
nues that help pay for the other
social services," he said. "And by
increasing the quality of the jobs
and the quality, the size of wages
and salaries in this state, the de-
See AGS on page 5
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George Jacobsen speaks to the AGS about state funding of
UMS and UMaine. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
• Racism
NAACP rally combats hate crimes
By Jeff Tuttle
Editor in Chief
Community leaders, students
and political hopefuls spoke out
against hate crimes at Wednes-
day's rally to undo racism and dis-
crimination in America.
The event, which was forced
inside the field house by rain, was
sponsored by the Greater Bangor
Area NAACP and the University
of Maine Human Rights Coalition.
Master of Ceremony James
Varner said the rally was an oppor-
tunity for participants to show their
support for the victims of recent
hate crimes in Maine.
The rally attracted an estimat-
ed 300 people, including U.S. Sen-
ate candidates Joseph Brennan and
John Rensenbrink. Susan Collins
was unable to attend, but was rep-
resented by Bill Beardsley, the
president of Husson College, where
Collins served as executive direc-
tor of Husson's Center for Family
Business.
Brennan, a former governor of
Maine and Democratic nominee
for the U.S. Senate, said that while
the state has made strides to com-
bat racism, there is more to be
done. He pointed to an increased
awareness of racist attitudes and
the integral role of minorities in
America.
"We have come a long way in
this country, but still have a long
way to go," Brennan said. "We
have to value every individual and
Greater Bangor Area NAACP. The
pledge is designed to increase
awareness of racism in America.
Rensenbrink handed Varner a
Joe Brennan, a candidate for U.S. Senate, speaks with Mary
Cathcart, a candidate for the District 7 Senate seat, during the
NAACP rally Wednesday in the field house. (Joel Page Photo.)
their contributions to the fabric of
our society and afford them the
respect they deserve."
After speaking, Brennan signed
the "Personal Pledge to Undo Rac-
ism and Discrimination in Ameri-
ca," an eight-item pledge written
by Varner and sponsored by the
signed copy of the pledge before
addressing the audience. The Green
party candidate called for institu-
tional changes he believed would
help level the social playing field
and end racism.
"I believe we need a universal
health care system," Rensenbrink
said. "That will make a big differ-
ence is the way we treat each oth-
er."
Beardsley said that if elected,
Collins would be a pioneer in vot-
ing for legislation that would be
effective in stopping racist prac-
tices.
"As a United States senator and
as an American, she will do all in
her power to treat all people equal-
ly and with respect and to fight
racism in all its forms whenever
she sees it," Beardsley said.
After the short speech, Beard-
sley gave Varner a copy of the
pledge signed by Collins.
Maine Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral Steven Wessler, a member of
the Maine Civil Rights Unit, spoke
See BRENNAN on page 12
• Anonymous
Sweatshop
conditions
uncovered
By Jessica Lee
Special to the Campus
Proud and serious, she sat in the
middle of a crowd of 40 people at
the Peace and Justice Center in
Bangor. Her eyes remained quiet-
ly sincere. Her dark hair, barely
peppered with gray, had been pulled
back in a loose ponytail. She wore
an aqua shirt, a brightly flowered
skirt and a silver crucifix, which
she touched every now and then, as
if its presence reassured her. And,
without the help of her interpreter,
she introduced herself.
"My name is Maria," she said.
But it's really not.
A machine worker for a maqui-
la located in Nicaragua, this 48-
year-old woman had to travel un-
der the psuedonym to protect her-
self from retaliation from the com-
panies responsible for her and her
people's oppression. She spoke
earnestly, in her native Spanish,
about the work conditions preva-
lent in the maquilas—sweatshops
where goods, mainly apparel, are
assembled for export—that are found
all over Central America.
Maria's two-week tour across
New England was sponsored by
Witness for Peace, a national group
that works "to change United States
policies that contribute to poverty
and oppression in Central America
and the Carribean." The tour be-
gan Sept. 27 in Massachusetts and
brought her to Bangor Tuesday.
When the tour ends Oct. 11,
Maria will return to Nicaragua.
She will go back to waking up
at 4 a.m., getting her four children
ready for school, and heading to
work where "entry time" is 7 a.m.
and there is no designated "leav-
ing time." She will go back to
making a meager $55 a month —
Nicaragua's minimum wage —
doing piecework on clothes to be
sold in foreign markets, some
which could be on the shelves in
Maine stores. She will go back to
working "extra hours" for free
because it's expected.
See SWEATSHOP on page 12
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• Violence
Fighting erupts following massacres
BUJUMBURA, Burundi (AP) — Fighting broke out Thursday between the1 Zairian army and a group of stateless Tutsis after two massacres at missionary
hospitals in eastern Zaire.
Flames and smoke filled the sky above Uvira, an eastern Zairian town, about 12 miles
across Lake Tanganyika from the Burundian capital of Bujumbura. Aid workers reached by
radio said the fire and fighting was taking place in a village in the hills just north of Uvira.
The fighting follows two attacks on hospitals over the weekend that left 50 people dead.
Both are blamed on a Tutsi subgroup known as the Banyamulenge, who have lived in Zaire
for decades but have been essentially stateless since their citizenship was revoked in 1981.
U.N. spokesman Sylvana Foa said Thursday that the security situation in eastern Zaire
had grown "explosive" since government troops ordered about 400,000 Banyamulenge to
leave within a week or face full-scale war.
In a statement Thursday, U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali said dozens of
people had been killed and injured in eastern Zaire in recent days.
On Sunday, marauders swept through a Swedish missionary hospital near Lemera, in
eastern Zaire, killing at least 38 people, most of them patients who were shot or stabbed in
their beds, mission officials said Thursday in Stockholm, Sweden.
• Search
Taliban fighters reinforce
besieged front, search homes
4 KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — Afghanistan's newTaliban rulers searched house-to-house Thursday for
anyone suspected of collaborating with the former
regime, unleashing a wave of fear among ethnic minorities.
In Baghram, near the front line, a resident was dragged from
his home and summarily executed by Taliban soldiers who
claimed he collaborated with the former government and killed
a rebel fighter, said travelers arriving in the capital.
Taliban forces also set fire to two other homes, saying the
occupants had fired in the direction of their soldiers.
In northern Afghanistan, meanwhile, three Afghan factions
reportedly formed a military alliance against the Taliban.
In suburbs of the capital of Kabul, terrified residents said
heavily armed Taliban troops were rounding up members of
Afghanistan's Tajik or Panjshiri ethnic minority groups and
accusing them of collaborating with the former government.
The Taliban are mostly Pashtuns, the country's dominant
ethnic group, and fear has grown among minorities that they
will be targeted for revenge.
In the northern suburb of Khair Khana, bearded Taliban
troops patrolled the streets in pickup trucks and tanks,
leaning on the horns as they careened down dusty roads and
frightened residents scurried out of the way. All the fighters
were armed with Kalashnikov rifles, and many carried
rocket launchers.
• Agreement
King grants amnesty to tourist Killers
2 PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP) — King Norodom Sihanouk has agreed to pardontwo men convicted of killing an American tourist in an ambush robbery, a pardon granted
at the request of the victim's husband.
The king's intentions regarding the killers of Susan Ginsberg Hadden, a professor at the
University of Texas, were announced in a letter released today.
"I shall grant the two prisoners the amnesty requested by you," Sihanoti: wrote in a letter to
James Hadden Jr., who was in a van with his wife and other tourists when they were ambushed
Jan. 15, 1995.
Hadden himself was badly wounded in the attack.
The group had been heading to Banteay Srei temple, part of the famed Angkor Wat temple
complex in the northern province of Siem Reap. Their Cambodian tour guide was also killed.
The king was responding to a Sept 8 letter from Hadden requesting amnesty for Ithang Chleun
and Sok ICfok, two former Khmer Rouge guerrillas sentenced to 15 to 18 years in prison after
confessing they were at the site of the murder.
Hadden wrote that he sought the men's release because he didn't believe they were solely
responsible for his wife's death and had been made scapegoats. Two other men were convicted in
absentia because they escaped prison before the trial, and about 15 men total took part in the ambush.
• Hells Angels
Biker clubhouses barred
from populated areas
3 COPENHAGEN, Denmark (AP) — Parliamentvoted to ban biker clubhouses from residential
neighborhoods Thursday, four days after a grenade
attack on the Hells Angels headquarters killed two people.
The law is scheduled to take effect next week.
A 2 1/2-year feud between the Oakland, Calif.-based
Hells Angels and the Corpus Christi, Texas-based Bandi-
dos gangs in the Nordic countries has left nine people dead
and injured nearly 50.
On Sunday, an anti-tank grenade was fired into a Hells
Angels compound in Copenhagen where about 150 people
were attending a party.
Copenhagen's mayor ordered the Hells Angels to va-
cate their fortress-like headquarters last month, but they
refused. The gang rents its building from the city under a
law providing low-cost leases to clubs and civic organiza-
tions.
Police said Thursday they arrested a Bandidos ally
after finding an anti-tank grenade buried under a garage in
Kulhuse, 25 miles north of Copenhagen.
The justice ministers of Sweden, Denmark, Finland
and Norway are to meet Friday to consider ways to contain
the feud between the two gangs.
Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Friday.. .Morning clouds
then partly sunny. Windy
with high near 50.
Saturday's Outlook
Saturday.. Partly sunny.
High in the 50s.
Extended Forecast
Sunday and Monday...
Scattered showers north and
fair south. Lows in 30s.
Highs in 50s.Tuesday...Fair
south. High in the 50s.
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• Mental Illness Awareness Week
Exhibits) discussions shed light on mental illness
By Mike Reynolds
Staff Writer
This past week the University of Maine
observed Mental Illness Awareness Week
as part of the national observance spon-
sored by the American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation and the National Alliance for the
Mentally Ill.
The observance had a number of
speakers who addressed various issues
facing people with mentally illnesses.
Monday, a panel discussion featuring
John Hanson, Polly Karris and Ann Smith
focused on legislation to prevent dis-
crimination against the mentally ill and
how laws, such as the Americans with
Disabilities Act, can provide reasonable
accommodations to people who have
mental illnesses.
Monday night, a keynote address was
given by Pat O'Brien, Region III director
of the Maine Department of Mental Health
and Mental Retardation and Office of
Substance Abuse. He focused on the
need for policy changes, such as bringing
providers and consumers together in pol-
icy making and decisions about the way
services are provided. He also highlight-
ed the need to empower consumers of
mental-health services.
As the week continued, the trial of
Mark Bechard, a man with a long history
of mental illness who is charged with
killing two nuns and trying to kill two
other nuns at a Waterville convent, be-
came the lead story in many media outlets
in the state, casting a shadow on attempts
to educate the university community
against the stigma of mental illness.
"It's frightening to people because
then that individual is perceived as what
mental illness is all about," said Barbara
Murphy, a Cutler Health Center nurse
who was on the week's planning commit-
tee.
Tuesday, a panel discussion on men-
tal illness featuring Rebecca Murphy Lit-
tlefield, Amy Murphy and Dr. Judy Burk
educated the public about what people
with mental illness are capable of. Burk
stressed that people with mental illnesses
are no more violent than people without
mental illnesses. All speakers provided
valuable insights about the issues facing
people with mental illnesses and their
families.
Wednesday, there were a number of
events that focused on many different
aspects of mental illnesses. Throughout
the day a number of community mental-
health care providers had exhibits de-
scribing the various services they offer.
"I talked to one group that said I've
been meaning to get in touch with that
other group so we could possibly do some
A
THE DAY
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American Heart
Association
ZifTote
presents a
Candidate Jorum
with
paid Youno, epublican
Candidate for 6ouse
Wednesday, October 16, 1996
3:30 pm, a angor 4,Loun9e
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Zplijaine-LI'Vote provides an opportunitg for students,staff, and facultg to
meet, listen to, question, or debate candidates for elective office during this
jail 1996 election Season.
(More events are planned. please watch for announcements,.
Sponsored bg the Center for Students and Communits Ziff
projects together," Murphy said.
The exhibits were an easily accessible
way to get information about mental ill-
ness. A computer linked to the Internet
was also set up for the event's partici-
pants to get more information.
"I think it is good to get the subject of
mental illness on the table and to increase
awareness and decrease stigma," said
Shauna Hanson, a UMaine graduate stu-
dent who helped with the week.
There was a panel discussion Thurs-
day sponsored by Women In the Curric-
ulum and Healthspeak. It was the most
attended event of the week.
"It was great to hear a feminist per-
spective on depression," said Martha
Eastman, Community Health Nursing Co-
ordinator with the Center for Students
and Community Life.
Eastman said the depression screening that
went on during the day was well received.
• Technology
Fee improves computer
labs at campus colleges
By Lester B. Smith
Staff Writer
Since 1993, the student technology fee
has gone toward grants that are distributed to
several colleges within the University of
Maine. These grants have made it possible
for the colleges to build computer clusters to
focus on the academic enhancement of only
the students enrolled in those colleges, ac-
cording to former Academic Computing
Advisory Committee Chairman John Sher-
blom.
"If a student is in a department that didn't
receive a grant and feels that the library and
union clusters are overcrowded or don't meet
specific needs for their major, they can now
get a computer in the room of their dorm that
will be connected to the university, which
will enable them to have access to many
programs," Sherblom said.
Students who want to have a computer in
their dorm room must pay $75 per semester to
be connected to the network.
Sherblom was the ACAC chairman
from 1992 to 1993 and was responsible
for implementing the block grants in 1993,
which enabled many colleges at the uni-
versity to maintain or upgrade their com-
puter equipment.
See TECH FEE on page 5
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Sex Matters by Sandra L. Caron, Ph.D
Q: How can
I reduce my risk
for sexually
transmitted dis-
eases? Female,
Sophomore.
A: The fol-
lowing sugges-
tions involve common sense and basic
health principles. These suggestions can
save you, and those you love, much pain
and suffering if you follow them. The
suggestions work equally well for men
and women, for lesbians, gay men and
heterosexuals. Being sexually active in a
responsible way means taking into con-
sideration ways to reduce the risk both of
an unwanted pregnancy and contracting
a sexually transmitted disease.
1. Complete abstinence is a certain
way to avoid both an unwanted pregnan-
cy and STDs. But with well over 50
percent of the population having sex by
age 18, that approach alone is not very
realistic.
2. Some people limit their sexual inti-
macy to a single partner, remaining sex-
ually exclusive throughout a courtship
and lifelong committed relationship. This
is also a real option, but it is not the most
common pattern.
A significant percentage of young
people have more than one sexual partner
between their early teens and the time they
enter a committed relationship. In those
cases, reducing the risk of STDs means:
3. Being selective about your sexual
partner(s). One-night stands, casual pick-
ups and sexual intimacy with people you
hardly know pose a much greater risk
than long-term relations with someone
you know well.
4. If you haven't used condoms and
spermicidal foam consistently, the more
sexual partners you have, the greater risk
of contracting an STD.
5. Unless you and your partner are and
have been strictly monogamous, use a
condom and spermicidal foam for STD
protection until you know each other and
are sure each of you are free of STDs.
6. If you're on the pill, use a condom
and spermicidal foam to counter the in-
creased risk of vaginal infections and
STDs caused by the pill altering the vagi-
na.
7. Watch for sores, rashes or discharge
around the vulva or penis, or elsewhere
on the body, especially the mouth. When
cold sores are present, avoid kissing and
oral sex.
8. Wash the genitals and hands with
soap and warm water before and after
sex.
9. Both men and women should uri-
nate soon after intercourse to clean any
infectious organisms out of the urethra.
10. Some STDs can be transmitted
through oral sex with an infected partner.
Use a dental dam or condom to reduce
risk.
11. If you're sexually active with more
Abigail Sz Elizabeth
Dried Mower besigns 4. Gifts
947-7756
Custom arrangements &
special gift ideas.
You'll be glad you found us.
20 Ridgeview Dr., Veazie
(off State St.lst right after Veazie Vet)
Hours: 'Tues. - Sat. 10-6
steread
L- -a.-
Courses meet
at U. Maine-Orono
Call today: 617/558-2828
than one partner in a year's time, have
regular checkups. Most health clinics
will not perform STD tests unless asked.
12. If you have any reason to suspect
an infection, have the appropriate tests as
soon as possible. Remember, each STD
has its own dormancy or incubation peri-
od after the initial infection when the test
cannot yet detect the bacteria and virus
even if they are present. If the test(s) are
performed at the right time and are neg-
ative, you can stop worrying. If they are
positive, get the proper treatment. Don't
delay because of embarrassment or fear.
Don't mistake the spontaneous disap-
pearance of symptoms as a sign you're
cured. If you have a negative test, at least
you know you mistook the supposed
symptoms. This is worth the small in-
vestment in a test.
13. If the tests are positive, notify
your sexual partner(s) so they can be
treated immediately. Your doctor or a
health counselor may help with this dif-
ficult task. Avoid sexual intercourse,
oral sex and other forms of intimate con-
tact until both of you are treated and a
physician says both of you are no longer
infectious. In most cases, both partners
should be treated at the same time. If you
or your partner just can't wait and you're
willing to take some risk of re-infection,
at least use a condom and nonoxyno1-9
foam for vaginal intercourse or two con-
doms and a good lubricant for anal inter-
course.
14. Tests for most STDs are available
at our student health center. You can also
get free or very reasonably priced treat-
ment at our local STD clinic (947-0700)
or Family Planning (973-3650). Both are
located in Bangor.
Sandra L. Caron is an associate pro-
fessor of family relations/human sexual-
ity in the department of human develop-
ment and family studies. She teaches
CHF 351: Human Sexuality in the spring
semester. Questions for Dr. Caron should
be sent directly to the Maine Campus, 4th
floor Chadbourne Hall. Copyright San-
dra L. Caron ,1996.
• Mountain Bike Club
Festival attracts UMaine bikers
By Jason Cunningham
Special to the Campus
Five members of the University of
Maine Mountain Bike Club got a first-
hand look two weekends ago at the grow-
ing national mountain bike industry when
they participated in Pedro's Festival, the
largest non-competitive biking event in
the nation.
"It was kind of overwhelming, sort of
a 'too-good-to-be-true' situation," said
club member Matt White, one of about 30
members in the bike club.
Pedro's Festival, held Sept. 27-29 in
Randolf, Vt., featured industry represen-
tatives who provided free clinics and dem-
onstrations of the latest technology from
bikes to clothes, as well as several pro-
fessional riders who led group rides for
beginners and experts. In addition, there
was a large expo area with manufacturers
and retailers promoting and selling their
products. An estimated 1,500 people
attended the three-day event.
In addition to being promoted as a
biking event, Pedro's Festival was also
promoted as a family event, offering
evening socials, barbecues, bonfires and
live music.
"We all had biking in common, so it
was like one big family," club member
Wendy Cronkite said.
Club president Jaime Brooks didn't
attend Pedro's Festival, but is well aware would definitely encourage it."
of its importance to mountain biking.
"It shows what is in the mountain
bike industry and how serious people
take mountain biking," Brooks said.
This semester the club members range
in biking expertise from beginner to ex-
pert. The club keeps members informed
of events like Pedro's Festival and helps
maintain the campus bike trails.
Members who attended had only pos-
itive things to say about the festival.
"I liked it so much I didn't want to
leave," Cronkite said.
"I liked the whole atmosphere. It was
relaxed and it was a good time," White
said.
Club members also offered praise in
regard to specific aspects of Pedio's Fes-
tival.
"Going out and biking with a lot of
other people of various skill levels was
fun," Cronkite said.
The club members who participated
hope more members will join them next
year.
"They're missing out on something
great if they don't go," White said. "I'm
definitely going back next year."
Cronkite said, "I had reservations
about going because I was the only fe-
male with four guys and I thought every-
one else would be more experienced than
me. But it was a learning experience and
it made me more of a hard-core biker. I
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AGS from page 1
mand for the actual need for those social
services declines."
Sean Murphy, president of the AGS, said
after the meeting the information Jacobsen
presented to the group is important in mak-
ing students aware of the scope of the fund-
ing problem. Presentations like Jacobsen's
are starting points for promoting advocacy
efforts, Murphy added.
Murphy said the AGS will look into
what it can do to advocate for more state
funding.
"At least one of our meetings will be
directed toward what our advocacy plan will
be," Murphy said.
Increasing state funding of higher edu-
cation is a worthy investment that's being
ignored, Jacobsen said.
"It's a true investment in the strictest
sense of the word, but we haven't been
doing that, we've been taking away," he
said.
In other AGS news, the group completed
its budget approval process:
A motion to pay $2,500 for on-cam-
pus paralegal services for graduate stu-
dents was approved.
A $500 per semester sponsorship of
events at the university was approved.
In the past, AGS has allocated funds to
support on-campus clubs and organizations.
However, funds were never set aside to
support events and programs that don't fall
into the category of clubs and organizations.
With the group's recent support of Mental
Illness Awareness Week, Murphy saw a
need to set aside funding for other events
like it.
"It does fulfill one of my goals to pro-
mote altruism for AGS," Murphy said.
Vice President Debi Mitchell supports
the fund because she would like AGS to
support at least one off-campus community
service project each year.
The group opposed allocating $500 a
semester to help fund grants and instead
approved $500 more a semester for clubs
and organizations.
The association also approved $250 a
semester to fund philanthropic efforts.
The remaining $250 a semester was put
into a miscellaneous fund.
Tech fee from page 3
Charlie Slavin is the current chairman of
the ACAC. He brought the committee to-
gether with Campus Living in 1995 to work
on connecting every residence hall to the
university's network. The project was com-
pleted in September 1996.
In 1995 and 1996, Slavin also helped
develop a competitive grant, which requires
the college that receives the grant to strictly
spend the money on technology that will
provide academic advancement for only the
students in that college.
"According to the guidelines of the Aca-
demic Computing Advising Committee, a
proposal for a competitive grant must be
directed at students, and it should explain
how learning, teaching or student technolog-
ical expertise will be improved, and no staff
or faculty salaries are to be paid for with this
grant," Slavin said.
The art department received a competi-
tive grant and used it to build a computer
cluster for its students. Students who are not
art majors are not allowed to use the cluster.
"The competitive grant was extremely
helpful to the art department because now we
have 10 work stations where we can perform
cutting-edge work on the computers as far as
using sound, graphics and text," department
chairwoman Laurie Hicks said.
Hicks said people outside the department
misinterpret the intended use of the cluster.
"The biggest mistake people make is to
think that our cluster is a teaching lab when it
really is a place for our students to get hands-
on experience with the latest technology that
they will need to get a good job," Hicks said.
The competitive grant is better than the
block grant because it gives every college a
chance to receive money from the ACAC. A
college that wants a competitive grant must
write a proposal that explains how it will do
the best job in helping its students become
more productive and academically success-
ful ,Slavin said.
"In the past three years we have received
good feedback from the competitive grants
because several smaller colleges in the uni-
versity have been able to benefit from the
grants, which show the equality the grant
provides for students and their colleges,"
Slavin said.
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For decades, Sanders, a Lockheed Martin Company, has been known
and respected for its ability to produce the latest and the best ...
impressive breakthroughs that have redefined the state-of-the-art
in a wide variety of electronic systems technologies. Talented
college graduates help make our programs the success they
are- bringing fresh perspectives and ideas. At Sanders, you'll
enjoy the support, responsibility and authority needed to get
the job done. Along with that, you'll receive respect and
recognition for your accomplishments.
Right now, positions are available for college graduates
in the areas of Computer Science, Electrical
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Aerospace
Engineering, and Computer Engineering.
So, if you're ready to take on the world, talk to us first.
Our recruiters will be visiting your campus on October 30,
and they'll give you the lowdown on what we can do
for your career. Resumes can also be mailed directly to:
Sanders, A Loeldwed Martin Company, Min: 6531-CR,
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Visit our home page at: http://wwwsanders.com
Applicants selected may be subject to a government security
investigation and must meet eligibility requirements for
access to classified information. U.S. Citizenship required for
some positions. Sanders is an equal opportunity/affirmative
action employer.
SANDERS
A Lockheed Martin Company
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• Comically speaking
Man of Steel weds longtime love Lois Lane after 60 years
By Gibran Vogue Graham
Staff Writer
Amid all the hubub surrounding the
wedding of John F. Kennedy Jr., another
marriage went almost unnoticed this
week: the wedding of Lois Lane to Su-
perman.
The marriage, almost 60 years in the
making, debuted Sunday on ABC's "Lois
and Clark" program and dazzled comic
book fandom Wednesday in DC Comics'
"Superman: The Wedding Album", as
the super couple culminated five years of
engagement with the most long-awaited
wedding in literature.
"If I have an overall theme that I'm
interested in (with Superman), it's the
issue of 'What makes a superman?" said
Jon Bogdanove, penciller of the "Super-
man: Man of Steel" comic book and 11
pages of the wedding special. "Usually I
find that it has nothing to do with powers,
a flashy costume, s-shaped spit curls or
whatever; it usually has to do with char-
acter. I think that maybe just being a
good husband and a good father is a
heroic thing to do. But if you're also
trying to save the world at the same time,
then it is a superheroic thing to do."
Dennis Janke, inker of "Superman:
Man of Steel" and the same pages of the
wedding special, finds the parallel to JFK
Jr. intriguing.
"I see (JFK Jr.) as a kind of American,
super-man prince. I think the media has
built him up that way. So, I think we're
right on the beam of what American pop
culture is all about right now," Janke said.
"It would be interesting to see if the
number of marriages go up." Bogdanove
said. "Back in the 50s when Queen Eliz-
abeth married, that was a royal wedding
and was followed by a whole big spade of
weddings ... inspired by the Queen. Now
JFK Jr. has married, Superman has mar-
ried; I wonder if now would be a good
Jon Bogdanove (center) draws a cartoon of The Tick while Dennis Janke (I) discusses comic books with UMaine student
Brad Bezanker (r). The two artists work on Superman: Man of Steel and were siging autographs at Nostalgia Ink in
Bangor on Wednesday. (Dave Gagne Photo.) 
time to invest in florists," he joked.
Both Bogdanove and Janke appeared
at Nostalgia, Ink, a comic book store
across from the Bangor Mall, Wednes-
day. For seven hours, they met fans,
signed comics and talked Superman.
More importantly, however, they
brought fans one step closer to realizing
their dreams. Many aspiring artists and
writers attend creator signings to receive
professional criticism on their own work.
Those who met Bogdanove also re-
ceived a story. Bogdanove told fans a tale
of his childhood, how he would tie a red
towel around his neck and jump off car-
ports after watching George Reeves play
Superman on TV. Now he's drawing his
favorite superhero—a dream come true.
Bogdanove is looking forward to the
upcoming stories, as Clark and Lois deal
with their marriage while Superman deals
with the whole world.
On everyone's minds are the possibil-
ities of "superbabies." Readers will first
have to get through the couple's honey-
moon in Hawaii and the revitalization of
Superman's powers (he recently lost them
as a result of Earth's yellow sun, the
source of his power, being temporarily
extinguished).
Will a divorce ever come about?
"I hope they are not too quick on it,"
Bogdanove said. For a marriage fans have
been waiting 60 years for, this one will be
in the hands of those superfans who read
the Superman family of titles every month.
Luckily, as Bogdanove points out, "till
death do us part" isn't a factor since the
1992-93 death and return of Superman.
• The undead
Ghost-chasing couple lectures on the supernatural
By Kristen Dobler
Staff Writer
Haunted houses, demonic possession,
clairvoyancy, curses, supernatural and pre-
ternatural activity all seemed like things
that come out of horror movies to students
at the University of Maine until Ed and
Lorraine Warren, America's top ghost
hunters, spoke at Hauck Auditorium
Wednesday night.
In an effort to make people aware of the
dangers of supernatural activity, the War-
rens have been lecturing across the world
for the past 45 years, Ed Warren said.
"The reason why we speak is to make
(the public) aware not to go into grave-
yards, go to seances, or play with ouija
boards. They have to be prepared," he said.
The Warrens spoke about their research and
experiences with the supernatural and displayed
pictures and film of what had occurred.
Between the ages of 5 and 12, Ed
Warren lived in a haunted house, which
inspired his interest in the supernatural
and its nature. After completing his ser-
vice in the U.S. Navy, he attended art
school, which led him to travel around the
country selling his paintings with his wife,
Lorraine.
During their travels, the Warrens found
interest in anything supernatural. Ed War-
ren said he wanted to see if the same things
happened to others' homes as to his.
The Warrens continued this as an am-
ateur hobby until about 15 years ago, when
they realized many people were having
terrible experiences from hauntings.
To find a way to help these people, the
Warrens interviewed many clergymen and
found that every religious faith had a form
of exorcism—a way of eliminating super-
natural powers.
"Religion is the doorway to help," he
said. "Any religion that teaches the love of
God and love of fellow man is a good
foundation."
With the help of the church, Lorraine
Warren's clairvoyancy—the ability to see,
feel and hear things that are not in sight—
and Ed Warren's expertise in demonolo-
gy, the Warrens began a professional ca-
reer of "ghost hunting."
Now traveling worldwide, they have
been involved with hauntings, possessions
and many other types of supernatural ac-
tivity. The Warrens have encountered
many ghosts—those who are recogniz-
able from when they were living—and
apparitions—those who are unrecogniz-
able from when they were living—such as
the White Lady that haunts Union ceme-
tery in Easton, Conn.
The White Lady is an apparition that
appears frequently in the cemetery and,
Ed Warren said, appears to be trying to
discover how she died. She is first appari-
tion-ghost the Warrens have ever been
able to record on video.
According to Ed Warren, ghosts-ap-
paritions are drawn to a human's aura.
Ghost flaubules, which look like bubbles,
form and contain the energy and spirit of
the ghosts-apparition and soon the figure
of the ghosts-apparition is formed.
One of the Warrens' most famous cas-
es in demonic possession involved a Rag-
gedy Anne doll named Annabelle that was
possessed by a demon that pretended to be
the spirit of a small girl who was mur-
dered.
Annabelle was able to have the two
nurses who discovered she was possessed
cater to her every need, but after a while
she became more evil. One of the nurses
threatened the doll and his chest was
slashed.
The Warrens, along with a priest, had
to exorcise the house and people Anna-
belle had been inside and they took her
home with them. Annabelle, the Warrens
said, is to this day still possessed and there
have been several circumstances where
she has nearly killed people who have
threatened her.
The Warrens spoke of many more
horrific topics dealing with supernatural
activity and insisted that people be aware
and prepared for the dangers in dealing
with it.
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• At the MCA
Tibetan dance ensemble shares culture with Orono
By Doug Weitz
Staff Writer
The Tibetan Institute of Performing Arts
was founded in 1959 under the Council for
Religious and Cultural Affairs established
by the Dalai Lama. The TIPA consists of 55
artists who perform traditional songs, danc-
es and musical reverences. Tuesday night
they landed in Orono.
The MCA was about two-thirds full for
the fantastic two hour show, which began
with two men playing enormous horns. The
sound was reminiscent of the Australian
dijuridu. Upon this steady, low rhythm came
a number of performers in spectacularly
colorful costumes. They danced slowly and
deliberately onto the stage creating an un-
heard rhythm with their movements. Two
drummers followed, giving an almost Irish
Scottish feel to the music. It sounded a bit
like the familiar bagpipe and snare drum
combination until the Tibetans altered it into
a slower, more mystical sound with their
unorthodox style of singing and chanting.
The backdrop of the stage was a paint-
ing of a city in Tibet as it might have looked
300 years ago. Between each number an
announcer would explain the significance
of the next performance. His voice was
extremely quiet and somber, which, albeit
probably unintentionally, gave the perfor-
mance another level of mystery.
The fourth piece changed the pace quite
a bit. Instead of 30 people in elaborate masks
and robes, four men in fairly simple outfits
appeared, each with a guitar-type instru-
ment. They proceeded to stamp their feet
and play fast-paced tunes similar to a hoe-
down. They seemed to be enjoying them-
selves, hopping around and egging one an-
other on to take the jam one step further.
Even though most in the audience couldn't
understand the Tibetan language, they could
tell what the Tibetans were saying was fun-
ny. That's one of the things I like most about
foreign performances: When the barriers of
communication are broken down through a
mutual feeling of happiness felt by both the
audience and the players.
Throughout the performances, one thing
remained consistent all of the costumes
were beautiful. The colors were spectacu-
larly arranged on the draping coats of both
the men and women who wore silk, while
the men always ware velvet. The way these
materials play with light is breathtaking. I
found myself simply gazing at the sights at
times, not even listening to the wonderfully
tranquil sounds. Before the end of the first
set, one woman appeared on stage and
began a stiff dance to a simple drum beat.
She built a beautiful song of sounds, not
words. Soon others came out to accompany
her, as if to represent the true depth of one
person's voice if listened to closely enough.
The second set opened with a chant of
the Gyutoe Monks. Four men sat on stage
and belted out the deepest notes imagin-
able while playing what looked like four
huge toys. The sounds were at times almost
beyond the realm of human hearing. The
next dance, called the Ralpa or Gypsy
Dance, found eight men and eight women
in a circle on the stage, surrounding a man
with a sabre. He went around to each per-
son and collected a ring of gold from their
heads and put it on his sabre, seemingly to
represent the freeing of their minds.
The funniest part of the show was the
Dance of the Yaks. It began with a man and
a woman standing in the fields. A nomad
came out with two yaks—two dancers un-
der each yak costume—and began to try to
milk them. His acting was truly hysterical
as the yaks would never do what he wanted
them to do. Eventually he got the milk,
churned it and presented a perfect stick of
butter on a tray. Then the man and woman
paid him and he turned to the audience and
said, "Thank you." It was so odd to hear
English after an hour and a half that it
sounded much funnier than I'm sure it
actually was.
The show went off without a hitch,
except for a string of beads that broke in the
first act that was constantly being swept by
the crew between numbers. It was an enter-
taining and fascinating performance by a
... 
Spóiight
-All Shows - $2.25•
Featuring
$1 Tuesday-All Shows
Courage Under Fire(R) 7:35, 9:50
Kazaam(PG) 12:05, 2:00, 3:50,5:45
Hunchback/Notre Dame(G) 12:10, !:55, 3:40, 5:20
Bulletproof(R) 7:20, 9:10
Twister(PG-13) 12:15, 2:40, 5:05, 7:25, 9:45
Independence Day(PG-13) 12:00, 3:15, 6:20, 9:25
The Rock(R) 7:05, 9:40
Matilda(PG) 12:20, 2:10, 5:10
Alaska(PG) 12:00 3:50 7:45
Island of Dr. Moreau 2:05, 5:55 9:50
827-7411 • Exi t 51 •
University Mall • Orono
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books than anyone
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26 Main Street • Bangor, ME 044
culture we could all benefit from knowing
a little bit more about. It was interesting to
see that many of the instruments and danc-
es could be related to other cultures' instru-
ments and dances, showing us the world
learns to celebrate in similar ways.
otAlot, ate, boa- 
oll-4cerTop 10
at Vera, 
'Meta
By Eric Simonds
Ten Very Unpopular Courses at UMaine
10) ANT 213: Stuff found in Fred Hutchinson's pockets
9) BIO 342: Things that smell like bleach
8) ZOL 317: Squirrel maintenance (lab optional)
7) JMC 490: Poor sentence structure and paltry proof reading:
careers at the Maine Campus
6) GES 101: Basics of agriculture: Why not to milk the bull
5) COM 301: Study of Alfond Arena, the MCA and DPC:
Seminar in kissing alumni ass
4) HTY 432: Trailer—park lore
3) THE 250: The Non-Trad Lambakla
2) MAT 99: Simple mathematics using small numbers: Intensive study of
attendance at Midnight Madness
1) COS 417: That tricky Commodore 64
HUTCHINS CONCERT HALL
Callilow
for
Tickets!
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
ORONO
Wednesday, Oct. 23 • 7:00 pm
$18 & $15 Reserved ($2 student discount) at Maine Center Box Office.
Info & Charge by Phone 207-581-1755 or 1-800-MCA-TDA
Please help support The Dorothy Day Soup Kitchen by bringing
a donation of non-perishable food to the concert.
Also appearing at:
PORTLAND • FIRST PARISH CHURCH
Saturday, Oct. 19 • 8:00 pm • Info & Charge by Phone 207-879-1112
WATER VILLE OPERA HOUSE
Monday, Oct. 21 • 7:30 pm • Info & Charge by Phone 207-873-7000
Look for George's latest release
LINUS & LUCY - THE MUSIC OF VINCE GUARALDI
at your favorite music store.
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• Commentaries
Political theater
President Clinton's recent appearance
in Portland was a fine example of political
theater. The lights at Hadlock Field illumi-
nated a colorful crowd, all there to see the
most powerful person in the free world.
Marine One, the helicopter that hov-
ered over the stadium preceding Clinton's
emergence onto the infield, captivated those
in attendance, many of whom have proba-
bly never seen such an awesome display
of power. The subsequent entrance of a
long, black limousine sent the masses into
a frenzy of flag waving and cheering.
Secret Service agents weaved their way
in and out of the crowd and mumbled into
small microphones attached to their lapels.
Security lined the front of the stage and
stood stoically as Clinton sat down with
the state's Democratic hopefuls, obviously
thrilled with the chance to hitch a ride on
the president's coattails.
The national press, which has been to
hundreds of these events, sat perched on
a raised platform and acted bored while
the local press sat next to them and pre-
tended to be bored. Still, the cameras
rolled, the shutters clicked and the note-
books were filled by reporters who took
down and immortalized every word in
print or celluloid.
So how can an incumbent mess all this
up? President George Bush had all the
frills but lost to a southern governor who,
on his first visit to Maine four years ago,
was accompanied by only little more than
an Arkansas state trooper and a toothbrush.
Much to the credit of voters who took
to the polls in 1992, the trappings of power
are not the sole deciding factor in who is
chosen to lead the nation. Some belong in
the limelight, others wonder why they are
there. Despite speaking from the bully pul-
pit in '92, Bush had nothing left to say, and
seemed to resent the fact he had to explain
himself to the American people.
Clinton seems to enjoy his current situa-
tion, but nothing has really changed since
he eloquently convinced voters to give him
a chance four years ago. He enthusiastically
shared his ideas with the Portland crowd,
and appeared as though he could have con-
tinued through the night. (J Tuttle)
Presiding over the nation
On Sept. 30, 1996, the University
of Maine system's board of trustees
decided UMS faculty has full entitle-
ment to their health plans and bene-
fits for their same-sex partners. This
decision is an important one in Maine,
for it marks the first time a public
employer in the state has made such a
decision.
This act should set precedent for
the rest of the state on an issue too
long fought over. Same-sex couples
have been battling over their rights
for years and this victory isn't over
union logistics or qualifications for
health policies. It is a victory over
basic discrimination.
Discrimination has been an issue
this nation has fought over since its
inception. After each conflict, a reso-
lution is eventually found. But these
resolutions never solve the problem
of discrimination, they solve only the
current conflict the leaders of the day
are trying to deal with. These leaders
must know that if they merely throw
the rabbit out of the cabbage patch,
the rabbit is soon to return.
Unless a metaphorical fence is built
around this country (not an iron cur-
tain, mind you), then the number of
hate crimes and the amount of conflict
of sexual preference that plague this
nation will only increase. And one day
political parties will consist of the Dis-
criminants and the Open Minds.
It is wonderful to think this coun-
try rose together to help combat the
threat of racism in WW II, but the
internal threat of bigotry and discrim-
ination is too real for us to sit back
and let this one tide over.
Let's hope the same-sex benefit
victory wakes this state up before we
crumble from within as a cause of
bullheadedness. (G. V. Graham)
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• Editorials
Educate youth on hate
The people of Maine have long been stereotyped as reserved but never xenophobic, never
capable of hate. The most recent rash of hate crimes in Maine testify to the contrary. A resident
of the tranquil town of Eastport violently beats a man only for the reason that the victim is a
Passamaquoddy Indian. A New Limerick family finds instead of a welcome from the community,
hate, harassment and gun shots meet their attempt to settle down.
These crimes are a glaring symptom of our changing state. Most of us recognize education
is the answer, but we keep buying more TV channels. Children have the unique opportunity to
escape the overexposure of the media through education, but two to three hours of "pseudo-
educational" programming a week won't cut it.
The most recent effort by the NAACP to eliminate racism is education, and a credible
foundation from which to build. The "Personal Pledge to Undo Racism and Discrimination in
America" is an attempt to ensure civil behavior in adults. But, for the most part, those people who
do sign the pledge are not likely to commit hate crimes. Nor are people who instigate these crimes
going to seek out this pledge and sign it.
The pledge is noble, sincere and calls attention to the fact racism does exist in our state. But
the effort to combat against racism should not be focused only on adults, whose impressions have
been developed over a lifetime. The education needs to begin at the elementary level; children
have not been exposed to the legacy of hate and discrimination that exists in our past, nor do they
realize there are people who hate each other because they are different. The NAACP should set
a positive precedent and step up education programs at the elementary level to actively involve
children in activities to help them deal with life situations without resorting to hate and violence.
This is the long-term solution to the long-term problem.
When children are ignored, this country will be unable to defeat racism Young adults vvill watch
church burnings, a certain murder trial and MTV videos interspersed vvith commercials that sustain the
very same stereotypes groups such as the NAACP are trying to break_ Without the proper tools to
inteipietthis infonnation, somewillresorttohateandbelieveittobeanacceptableway to solve problems.
A teal tragedy would be if the incidents in New Limerick and Eastport were only the beginning.
Danger to the community•
As part of a plan to upgrade its stores in Maine, Rite Aid, the self-proclaimed "neighborhood
drug store," has caused quite a controversy in the town of Orono. After a public hearing on the issue,
the Rite Aid corporation heard residents' opinion on a proposed 11,000-square-foot building with a
drive-thru pharmacy and Main Street entrances. That opinion was a strong: "Stay where you are."
As company representatives made claims of increased convenience with no additional traffic, a
larger variety of products, increased parking of 30 to 40 spaces and a drive-thru pharmacy designed
with "the seniors, disabled, and parents with children who are ill and don't want to bring in to the
store" in mind, the townspeople rallied against the proposed move.
There is no reason to support this new monstrosity of a building in the center of town that would
call for the demolition of three buildings. The new Rite Aid building would be the first thing people
driving into Orono would see, calling to them like sirens with signs touting what one upset resident
noted as the lowest beer prices in town. No matter what the color or style the building is, nothing will
change the fact an 11,000-square-foot building will be located in the center of Orono.
The claim of no increase in traffic is ludicrous. The traffic coming up that hill is backed up as it
is, and it would no doubt increase if the Rite Aid were moved. This would also increase danger for
pedestrians trying to cross Main Street.
Rite Aid is a huge conglomerate and a far cry from "neighborhood" businesses already in Orono.
Parks Hardware, Art Etcetera, L&A Market, Pat's Pizza and The Store Ampersand have an
investment in this small town much greater than Rite Aid could ever have. These business are
owned by our friends and neighbors in Orono. Their investments in Orono go much deeper than
their businesses because this is their home. Many business owners have spent the majority of their
lives here. Their children have gone to school here and grown up here. They play intricate roles in
the Orono community, a role Rite Aid could never take.
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• Letters to the Editor
• Ignorant and ineffective
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to Gibran
Graham's ineffective column titled "Tip-
ping's for the birds." I have been a wait-
ress for three years and I take great of-
fense to the entire article. I pride myself
in providing excellent service to all cus-
tomers who enter my restaurant because
that is my job. I take my job very seri-
ously because I depend on that $2.11 an
hour to pay my tuition each fall. As any-
one could figure out, a person cannot
live on $2.11 an hour, therefore waitper-
sons depend on their daily tips to sup-
plement the low paycheck each week.
In your column, you make it seem as
if all waitpeople are single mothers strug-
gling to raise their children. I am an
English major and so unlike your exam-
ple of the typical waitress, I do not use
words such as "somethin" and
"what'cha." I do not "play with my hair"
on the job and I do not suck my "order-
taking utensil" as your column states.
Lastly, in case you are unaware, wait-
people do not cook the orders. The next
time you complain about the quality of
your food, look to the chef rather than
your waitperson.
Your negative experience with one
waitperson does not grant you the right
to degrade an entire segment of the work-
ing class. I agree that if the service is not
satisfactory, the waitperson does not des-
rye a large tip. However, I am simply
arguing that not all waitpersons "suck"
as you so ignorantly stated.
Jennifer Braunfels
Orono
• Egotiscal and not-so-eloquent
To the Editor:
I want to thank Mr. Graham for shar-
ing his not-so-eloquent generalizations
about waitstaff. I can already see it is
going to be a great year. What mostly
bothers me about the article is Mr. Gra-
ham, as he egotistically pointed out, was
a waiter. You, of all people, should un-
derstand what a lousy job it can be. Fur-
thermore, if you don't like the service,
perhaps you are eating at the wrong res-
taurants.
I tried my hand at waiting tables this
summer. I knew I'd do a great job, and on
the whole I am sure I did. Most of my
customers really enjoyed me. A lot of
time I got compliments, and rarely did I
get good tips. There are a lot of people
who do not know that waitstaff do not
make the minimum wage they are accus-
tomed to. You are right, Mr. Graham, it is
absurd the customer should have to make
up the rest, but your reasoning is based
more on a miserly attitude and an igno-
rant assumption, and for that reason I am
taking issue with your column (or should
I say, rant?).
On a good night I could make about
$80 to $100. I'd walk with 80 percent of
that, after tipping out the bussers and the
bar. During the day, it was a totally dif-
ferent story. I was lucky if I made $30. If
someone stiffs me, I feel it. Many people
are just cheap, and it is the worst feeling
in the world to lose your pride and take
the abuse of customers in the hope they
will at least do the decent thing and leave
a couple dollars. Some customers will
start trouble just to get out of having to
tip. What they don't understand is the
person waiting on them is another human
being, someone who is trying to make an
honest living. Furthermore, I was lucky
enough to receive some sage advice from
my mother: "Always be nice to the peo-
ple handling your food, you do have to
eat it after all."
Heath McKay
Orono
Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas
among members of the university community. Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 250 words. Guest columns should be approximately 600
words. Submissions must include full name, address and phone number.
Anonymous letters will not be published without a compelling reason. Sub-
missions may be edited for length, taste and libel.
• The Other Side
All you need is sex
Scott La b by
Ahh. Love.
I find so many things
about it fascinating, es-
pecially the symbolism.
Consider, for instance,
the fact that we associ-
ate the heart (not the -brain) with the
emotion. This is logical only when fac-
toring that many people forget they
have a brain when they become ro-
mantically involved. It is sensible to
assume that assigning the feelings of
that diz-love to the heart springs from
zy feeling in your chest
when you first fall in love,
or the way your chest
hurts when you miss that
significant other.
Of course, these feel-
ings really have entirely
different meanings. That
dizzy feeling is your body
suddenly realizing that sex
may be occurring in the
near future, and the hurt
chest is your body realiz-
ing it might not be. This
being the case, the sym-
bol of love could just as
well be a pile of clothes
on the floor. If you put a
gun to my head, I would
guess that most of the En-
glish bards who wrote
about the emotion did so
after an experience simi-
lar to this:
Dumb Brit: Harketh!
Hey, Princess, where
you at?
Princess: I am here, my
9
everyone knows it, but no one can say
it. This doesn't mean that being in love
isn't a deep and worthwhile emotion,
but we shouldn't pretend sex is not the
initial, driving force.
There is a reason why most relation-
ships fail. Essentially, many people want
two things at the same time: The stabil-
ity of a steady relationship and the free-
dom to have sex at any random opportu-
nity. It might be said this is the curse of
basic biology and our drive to create
others who look like us. (Please, don't
get angry and compare this with Ging-
rich's biological theories. I do not know
anyone who is driven to
have sex with a giraffe.
Of course, I don't go to
frat parties, either) It sim-
ply seems like an evident
reality that creates prob-
lems and causes the end
of many a relationship.
One of the more interest-
ing ways a romance can
end is called the "Slow
Torture" syndrome. This
occurs when two people
debate, sometimes for de-
cades, whether they should
stay together. It is partic-
ularly endemic to long-
distance relationships.
This is a typical conver-
sation of an afflicted cou-
ple:
Woman: I love you so
... I just don't know what
to do.
Man: Me too.
Woman: Maybe we
should break up.
Essentially,
many people
want two
things at the
same time:
The stability
of a steady
relationship,
and the
freedom to
have sex at
any random
opportunity.
treasure. What bringeth you to my door?
Dumb Brit: It is a great sorrow that
hath brungeth me. I have laineth with
another! Please, I beggeth thy forgive-
ness for betraying thee ... But she has
gripped my heart with a fever and I must
be with her. Oh! How I regret that I will
never resteth my face on thee bosom
again! Will I?
Princess: Oh, do not pine for me! For
I have been nasty with another as well
... He is the kindest of gentlemen, and
his ass! 'Tis like all the glory in the
heavens! I pray thee will forgiveth me,
and may happiness follow your prostate
for all thy days.
Dumb Brit: What? Are you crazy?
How could you do this to me? Come
down here!
Call me a pessimist.
Not that I don't believe in true love
(I have to, because my lady will be
reading this). I just think people like
to play make-believe and fool them-
selves whenever possible. Someone
once said that love is nothing but sex
misspelled, and I would be inclined to
believe this is often the case. The fun-
damental difference between being
friends with someone and being in love
with them is ... what? A scenic drive
down the coast? You can do that with
your mom. Sex is the difference, and
Man: You might be
right.
Woman: I think we should try to make
it work.
Man: You might be right.
You get the idea. What will deter-
mine the outcome of the above scenar-
io? It's called the Law of Viable Alter-
natives. The first of the above people to
actually to meet someone who seems like
a better partner (sexual and otherwise)
will make the final break. If neither
meets anyone who fits the criteria, both
will continue the cycle until it becomes
so boring they have a few kids so they
can share all the fun.
I do know some happy couples, and
I'm in the best relationship of my life.
(You out there! Quit smirking!) But I
think most of us, happy or not, recog-
nize our own motivations and the pat-
terns we create. I realize it is less than
pleasant to think true love might be
more rare than a competent adminis-
trator. It isn't very romantic to be-
lieve that feelings of devotion some-
times boil down to great sex or a fear
of being alone. It could be worse. I
think. At any rate, if you think I'm
full of shit, then go find your partner,
look deep into their eyes and whisper
"I love you."
Then go get naked.
(Scott Labby is a senior history major.)
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Friday, October 11
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: No
harm should come to you over the next 12 months
if you remain true to your principles and do what
your heart tells you is right. Whether you decide to
learn more about yourself or achieve more in the
world at large, you'll prosper and be at peace.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You may have
several balls in the air at the moment, and no doubt
your juggling skills are coming along fine, but is it
worth the effort? Probably not, if your solar chart is
anything to go by. What transpires over the next 48
hours will simplify your lifestyle considerably.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You may
have your doubts that a new routine will work, but
give it time. All new enterprises experience trou-
bles. Why should this be an exception? Persevere
with what you have planned, and it will be up and
running before you know it.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): If you believe
in yourself 100 percent, then nothing and no one
can stand in your way. Timing is everything, and
your time is now. What you dream of doing most
in life is what you should be aiming for, because
it's no longer a dream.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): It may be
difficult to talk openly with loved ones about how
you feel and why you need more space for your-
self, but it must be done. Planetary influences will
bring family and emotional matters to a head.
There's nothing you can't handle if you stay cool
and deal only with the facts.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You have some-
thing urgent to say, and nothing and no one is
going to stop you from saying it. What you say is
only half the story. How you say it is equally
important. Not everyone is as open as you. Some
people's feelings are easily hurt.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): There can be
no illusions now. Planetary activity will see to it
that your financial situation cannot be disguised or
denied. Before you can deal effectively with a
problem, you need to know exactly what that prob-
lem is. Fortunately, it may not be quite the prob-
lem you thought it was.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Whatever your
worries, something marvelous is about to happen
in your life. It may not be as obvious as a lottery
win or a promotion, but in its own way it will be
just as thrilling. To get the most from it, you must
make the most of it.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): How often
have you tried to change the habits of a lifetime
only to find they are more deeply ingrained than
you had imagined? Something will happen today
that makes you realize you can't change every-
thing at once. Real progress takes constant effort.
You have the time. Make the effort.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You
know what you want to do, and you know you
would make a success of it. There's a nagging
voice at the back of your mind that says you could
be aiming higher. You could, but there's no guar-
antee you would succeed. You're only human —
take it a step at a time.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): Every-
thing in life happens at the right moment, but it's
only with hindsight that we realize this is true.
What comes next may not be entirely to your
liking, but in time you'll see it was the best possi-
ble thing that could have happened. Make the
most of it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Something
is about to give — but not in the way you had
imagined. Most likely, it's your own attitude that
will change over the next 48 hours, as planetary
activity enables you to see things from a wider and
higher perspective. Who would have thought you
could be so forgiving?
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): It seems
you've come to the conclusion that your life is too
complicated. More to the point, you seem deter-
mined to do something about it. The time is right
for an emotional and material clear-out. There are
so many things you could happily do without. Get
rid of them.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, October 12
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: A
solar eclipse on your birthday is a wonderful
omen of success, and planetary activity indi-
cates there's nothing you can't do over the next
year. The sky's the limit, so aim high and never
allow yourself to be content with second best.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): A new day
had dawned and a new era has begun, one in which
your needs and desires dovetail nicely with the
needs an desires of those around you. Be honest
about how you feel this weekend and loved ones
will go out of their way to make you feel wanted.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Venus,
your ruler, is perfectly aligned with Jupiter, planet
of luck and good fortune. You are in tune with
the spirit of the times. The time to do something
creative, artistic or romantic is now.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Whether
you follow your head or your heart this weekend
you'll arrive at the same conclusion. For too
long you've subjugated your natural impulses
because those you love depended on you. They
will always depend on you, but that doesn't
mean you can't enjoy life as well.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Change is a
natural and necessary process — without it life
would stagnate and decline. What is changing
in your life right now needs to change, even
though you may not be able to see why. Be a
friend to change this weekend so change will be
a friend to you.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Even if you're
way behind in your schedule, don't waste the
weekend worrying about it. There are more
important things going on around you, things
you can have beneficial influence on if you
allow yourself to get involved. The world needs
your brand of leadership.
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 22): If you get the
chance this weekend, find a quiet spot and pon-
der the meaning of life, your life in particular.
Do you think you were put on this earth to worry
about minor things? Of course not, so why are
you worrying now? Look around you — there
is so much to enjoy.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Librans need
emotional stability. You can have it if you relax
and stop looking for it so hard. Today is the day
to make new plans and resolve that you'll find
the security and success you crave. Just sit back
and let it happen.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Self-doubt
may be your biggest enemy, but it can also be
your biggest ally in that it keeps you searching
and striving while those around you are content
to accept the status quo. There's only one way
you can overcome self-doubt today, and that is
to face and conquer it.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): If
You have an opinion about something — and
You most certainly do — then you must express
it as forcefully as is necessary. Principle is more
important than pragmatism this weekend, even
if it means you lose something you've grown
used to over the years.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): You're
faced with a simple choice this weekend, but
making it seems to be the most difficult thing in
the world. Do you stick with what you know is
limited but secure or take a chance and strike
Out in a new direction? Either option is open to
You, but the latter could be the most rewarding.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Don't
Waste time wondering if what you're doing is
right — having made a decision you must now
back it up with strong and effective action. This
is the start of a new and exciting phase. What
has gone before is of no consequence and can
safely be forgotten.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): If you
arrange things carefully this weekend, you'll be
able to resolve a number of serious issues and
Still have time to enjoy yourself socially. Part-
ners and loved ones will help you out — all you
have to do is ask.
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New York Times Daily Crossword No. 0810
ACROSS
1 One not to
criticize
10 Excitement
15 Musical tempo
16 Sprightly
17 Went up like a
monkey
18 Foggy
19 Fusspots
20 Dynamic start
21 Proclamation
22 Kind of white
23 Key of
Beethoven's
Symphony
No. 7: Abbr.
24 — precedent
25 Lock
27 Raskolnikov
portrayer in
1935
31 Training unit
32 Soaked
34 Contentious
promise
36 River to the
Severn
38 --Aryan
(language
group)
39 Stunned
43 Collaborate
(with)
47 Argument
closer
48 Remain from
enforcing, as a
sentence
50 Malign, with "at"
51 Cancel
53 Remaining
55 Some deg.
holders
56 Common
contraction
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sa City named for a
Civil War
general
59" true?"
60 "The Flying
Dutchman"
painter
61 Instructional
63 "I'd Be
Surprisingly
Good for You"
musical
64 One giving
sermons
65 77 Sunset
Strip"
restaurant
66 Vaudeville fare
DOWN
Powder pads
2 How to play
"Waltzing
Matilda"
3 Rung
41980 Super
Bowl losers
5 Go down
6 Fancy
7 Life, e.g.
8 Make more than
happy
9 Words of
collective
consent
10 Wash out
11 "My word!"
12 Former Muslim
officials
13 In
14 Government
bonds?
23 Letter ender
2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 to it 12 13 14
15 16
17 18
19 20 21
22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
32 a3 34 35
36 37 38
39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46
47 48 49 50
51 52 53 54 55
56 57 sa 59
60 61 62
63 64
65 66
Puzzle by Rich Norris
26 Neb. neighbor
28 Francis I, e.g.
29 Shrimp
30 Like a tribal
leader, perhaps
33 Bar 
35 Advance
37 0.T. book
39 Balanced
40 Subject for
Shakespeare
41 Gave as a
bonus
42 Committed a
football
violation
44 Not compact, 57 Musical
maybe syllables
45 In jail? 58 San 
46 Won't quit
49 Security of a
kind 62 Richard's
52 "You're -- "Goodbye,
talk!" Columbus"
54 Primary co-star
59 Pack —
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Afarologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Sweatshops from page 1
And she will also go back to working
in the underground labor movement, which
is trying to establish legal unions for the
nearly 10,000 workers-80 percent of
whom are women and 70 percent single
mothers—who are employed by the coun-
try's maquilas.
As a result of the movement's hard
work, one maquila has been unionized
and six more are in the process, Maria
said. But nothing can really be done about
the sweatshop conditions until each and
every maquila is unionized.
"She works very hard, is very coura-
geous and has great insight into the prob-
lems that we all are facing," said Bjorn
Claeson of Peace through Interamerican
Community Action, a local peace group
that recently launched the Bangor Clean
Clothes Campaign to make Bangor retail-
ers accountable for the conditions under
which their merchandise is crafted. "She
has worked in the textile assembly and
garment industry for all her life, and on
top of that she is doing the work of social
justice, which is the hardest of all."
Nicaragua's Free Trade Zone was
formed Oct. 11, 1976. It was later closed
because of war and blockade. Eventually,
it became a state-owned area. The work-
ers, Maria said, raised the struggling fac-
tories by working day and night and, as a
result, achieved many things—including
free education and technical training. At
that time, unions were commonplace, as
were treaties between employees and em-
ployers, she said.
In 1979, the National Sandinista Lib-
eration Front took over Nicaragua. Ac-
cording to Maria, the Sandinistas were an
important element in the people's suc-
cesses. They gave many social programs
to the people and the government didn't
like this, she said.
With the change in government in 1990,
Maria said, everything closed. The gov-
ernment said it couldn't maintain all the
social programs because of pressure from
the U.S. government.
A high unemployment rate attracted
more large cooperations, including the
maquilas, which offered work but no job
security.
The people have no rights now, Maria
said. There are no real unions to back the
workers. The government doesn't sup-
port them. Anyone who complains or tries
to form a union is fired. If the maquilas
fire 10 workers, there are 100 more wait-
ing to be hired in their place, Maria said.
But hope for change is around the cor-
ner.
Nicaragua's next election will take
place Oct. 20., and Maria is hoping it will
be clean and untampered with. What is
most important, she added, is that a party
that thinks and cares about the welfare of
Nicaragua's people and future win the
elections.
Maria insists the problem isn't with
the companies but with the economic pol-
icies that allow the conditions to continue.
The only way to change the conditions is
to organize and protest. She fears boycotts
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of products assembled in Nicaragua would
cause the companies to pack up and leave—
leaving the workers unemployed.
Claeson said, "I think we are begin-
ning to understand how much our lives are
linked to one another and also how our
welfares are tied together. It's very impor-
tant that we start to learn from each other,
that we share knowledge, experiences.
And it's also important that we start to
work together for justice. That we think
together, strategize together, organize to-
gether and that we build a shared move-
ment for justice from the maquilas, where
Maria works, to the malls in the United
States."
Anna Allocco, a member of the Maine
Peace Action Committee, said the campus
group is coordinating with the Bangor
Clean Clothes Campaign to help keep the
University of Maine campus informed on
the issue. Alloco can be contacted at 866-
2036.
Maria explained why she is risking her
life to speak to U.S. citizens.
"These hands dress you. They make
the clothes that you wear. That's why we
protest, because these hands are being
mistreated by the chemicals, the bad sala-
ries and the oppression on the part of the
company owners," she said.
Maria clutched her colorfully woven
handpurse and looked down at her hands.
She rubbed them together and said her
hands were rough. She held them up, and
they were rough and calloused from the
never-ending machine work, the work she
will be returning to soon.
Brennan from page 1
about the alarming increase of hate crimes in
Maine. He pointed to the recent case in New
Limerick, where a Hispanic family's house
was fired upon at 2 a.m.
Wessler also warned the crowd not to
become complacent and believe that our
rural state is exempt from racial violence.
"Maine is not immune to the prob-
lems that face the rest of the nation,"
Wessler said. "The problem of hate
violence will not be solved by police,
but by a commitment from a broader
group."
Varner said that signing the NAACP
pledge is one way for people to make a
commitment to end racism.
• Medical finding
Gulf War syndrome unrelated
to chemical weapons exposure
WASHINGTON (AP) — A prestigious
panel of private medical experts says there
is no evidence to link service in the Per-
sian Gulf War with a group of ailments
that have come to be known as Gulf War
syndrome.
The committee of 18 scientists, physi-
cians and epidemiologists convened by
the Institute of Medicine, an arm of the
National Academy of Sciences, issued its
final report Wednesday.
Its core finding — that there is no firm
evidence of a link between possible chem-
ical exposure in the Persian Gulf region
and resulting illness to military personnel
who served there — echoes the findings of
a number of other government studies.
However, the 140-page report comes
at a time when increasing attention is
being paid to government revelations that
more troops than originally believed could
have been exposed to traces of nerve gas
after the destruction of Iraqi chemical
weapons.
Even as it acknowledges the possibili-
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ty of some exposure, however, the Penta-
gon is nowhere near ready to link low-
level exposure to chemical weapons to a
specific illness.
The Institute of Medicine said in its
report Wednesday that a review of various
studies among clusters of veterans who
reported similar symptoms of joint pain
and stiffness, fatigue and mood disorders,
gastrointestinal problems and sleepless-
ness showed they were no more prone to
such ailments than other members of the
military.
"Although these outbreak studies were
successful in demonstrating a common
pattern of perceived health problems across
a range of military units deployed to the
Gulf, they were not successful in demon-
strating that these symptoms occurred at a
higher rate ... than among veterans who
did not serve in the Gulf or that these
symptoms could be linked to specific
medical diagnoses or exposures," it said.
However, the committee said the mil-
itary needs to improve the way it keeps
medical records to make researching such
matters easier and that it "recognizes
that studies provided thus far do not com-
prise a comprehensive scientific investi-
gation of the health consequences of
(Gulf) service."
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Bonds wants out
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Barry
Bonds wants to be traded in the wake of
his father's demotion by the San Fran-
cisco Giants.
Bonds, who has two years left on a six-
year, $43.7 million contract, is "very up-
set about it. Barry Bonds is just mad right
now, OK?" Bonds' Beverly Hills agent,
Dennis Gilbert, said.
Ken Gurnick, a spokesman for the
Beverly Hills Sports Council, which rep-
resents Bonds, confirmed his unhappi-
ness.
"He doesn't feel like the team appre-
ciates or wants him, judging by the way
they handled his father's situation," Gur-
nick told the Contra Costa Times. "As I
understand it, the treatment of his father
sent a message to Barry."
Receiver dismissed
BLACKSBURG, Va. (AP) — Wide
receiver Walter Ford was dismissed from
the Virginia Tech football team after he
and a bookstore cashier were charged with
shoplifting.
Ford, a backup wideout and special
teams player, paid 78 cents to buy $190
worth of merchandise from the University
Bookstore with the help of a cashier, ac-
cording to Virginia Tech police reports.
Coach Frank Beamer confirmed
Wednesday that Ford, a 20-year-old
Hampton native, had been dropped from
the team because of the incident at the
store Oct. 3. Beamer declined to comment
further.
Shanahan traded
DETROIT (AP) — Two NHL players
got what they wanted. But their happiness
seemed to come at the expense of another.
Brendan Shanahan wanted out of Hart-
ford and Keith Primeau out of Detroit.
Both got their wish Wednesday in a block-
buster trade which had been rumored for a
week.
The deal sent Shanahan and Brian
Glynn to the Red Wings in exchange for
Primeau, Paul Coffey and a No. 1 draft
pick.
Coffey, 35, a certain Hall of Famer,
was stung by the deal. He had said repeat-
edly he didn't want to end his remarkable
career on a team like the Whalers.
Magic won't return
HONOLULU (AP) — Magic Johnson
said he has no intention of another come-
back with the Los Angeles Lakers, and
acknowledged his return had a negative
effect on the team.
Johnson, 37, who joined the Lakers for
the last half of the 1995-96 season, also
disclosed he has bought back the minority
interest in the Lakers that he sold to major-
ity owner Jerry Buss in order to return.
Johnson led the Lakers to five champi-
onships in 12 years before retiring in 1991
after testing positive for the virus that
causes AIDS.
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• Hockey
One Mansoff cleared to play, another honored
From Staff Reports
Freshman Shawn Mansoff, the
younger brother of University of Maine
senior Jason Mansoff has been cleared
by the NCAA Clearinghouse to play for
the Black Bears 1996-97 ice hockey
team.
Assistant Sports Information Direc-
tor Joe Roberts said the university is still
waiting for a ruling on fellow freshman
Robert Ek. The ruling on Mansoff was
announced Thursday.
Also Thursday, the Black Bears were
selected to finish fourth in the Hockey
East preseason poll. The poll was re-
leased as part of Hockey East media day
at the FleetCenter in Boston. Two Black
Bears were also selected to the Pre-Sea-
son Hockey East Team.
The Black Bears (26-9-4, 14-6-4) fin-
ished third in the Hockey East standings
last year before advancing to the tourna-
ment final.
Maine will open the 1996-97 season
when it plays at defending national cham-
pion Michigan on Friday, Oct. 18 at 7
p.m.
Senior Jason Mansoff (Edmonton, Al-
berta) was one of four defensemen se-
lected, and senior Dan Shermerhorn (Cal-
gary, Alberta) was one of six forwards
chosen. Mansoff had eight goals and nine
assists for 17 points last season. Sherm-
erhorn tied for the team lead with 20-23-
43.
HOCKEY EAST PRE-SEASON
POLL (coaches' votes)
1) Boston University (12)
2) New Hampshire (20)
3) Boston College (31)
4) Maine (40)
5) Providence College (41)
6) Merrimack (60)
7) UMass-Amherst (63)
8) Northeastern (66)
9) UMass-Lowell (72)
All-Hockey East selection Jason Man-
soff. (File Photo.)
• Football
Black Bears look to rebound Saturday
By Bill Stewart
Sports Writer
After putting together a modest three-
game winning streak, the University of
Maine football team has dropped its last
two decisions against nationally ranked
opponents.
This weekend the Black Bears travel
to Storrs, Conn., where they look to re-
turn to their winning ways against the
Huskies of the University of Connecti-
cut.
Head coach Jack Cosgrove has for-
gotten last week's loss to James Madison
and is hoping to do the same with the
team's two-game losing streak.
"We're trying to put (the loss to JMU)
behind us," Cosgrove said. "We need to
get back to where we were in the second
quarter against Fordham through the first
quarter of Delaware."
The Black Bears enter the contest with
a 2-3 league record, which is good enough
for third place in the New England Divi-
sion of the Yankee Conference.
UConn is 1-2 in the conference and is
in fourth place. Last season UConn ral-
lied from 10 points down with a little
more than two minutes to play in the
game last year in Orono. A 38-yard field
goal as time expired gave the Huskies a
31-30 victory.
Cosgrove is well aware of last year's
heroics and anticipates a better team this
year.
"UConn is a better team than last year.
They've grown up a bit on offense and
their offensive line is more experienced,"
Cosgrove said. "They have high aspira-
tions, and they play similar to us."
UConn's offense is very similar to of
Maine's. Although Maine is led on the
ground by senior tailbacks Andre Pam
and Bob Jameson, the Huskies have a
pair of talented tailbacks as well.
Tory Taylor and Hezekiah Falson have
carried the running duties for UConn.
The two have combined for 557 yards
and five touchdowns this season.
In the air, UConn quarterback Shane
Stafford is coming off a 315-yard effort
against Villanova last weekend. Wide
Receiver Dak Newton will also pose a
threat to Maine's secondary, as he' scorn-
ing off a career day last weekend with
222 yards and three touchdowns.
The Bears, who like to balance their
offense with the run and pass as well,
know that to stop UConn they will have
to stop UConn's running game.
"In football, the run is a confidence
builder. It establishes a physical mindset
on the football field," Cosgrove said.
"You have more confidence when you
can run the football. I think they'll look
to run the ball, and then throw it to keep
us on our toes."
This weekend also marks a game in
which some Black Bear feats could be
achieved on the field. Wide receiver
See FOOTBALL on page 16
Student Athlete
of the Week
Thanh
Nguyen
SPECIAL
TEAMS
Thanh Nguyen, a special teams player
for the University of Maine football team,
has been named the UMaine Student Athlete
of the Week.
Nguyen is a Region 1 winner of the N4A
Academic Achievement Award, given to the
male student-athlete from the northeast who
has achieved academically and athletically
despite overcoming hardships. Nguyen arid
his family came to the U.S. from Vietnam.
He is also a volunteer with Habitat for
Humanity, assisting victims of hurricane
Andrew, and is active within the Vietnam-
ese community in the Bangor area, and a
recipient of a Bronze Scholar Athlete me-
dallion which he received Feb. 1996.
Nguyen has made his mark on the foot-
ball field as a member of Maine's special
teams. He has helped the Black Bears to a 3-
3 record.
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• Column
Alomar not so bad after Game 1 fiasco
Scott Martin
Sports Editor
After last night
Ican truly say, "I've
seen it all."
I thought the
Roberto Alomar
incident was the last
straw. I mean, spit-
ting in someone's
face, could it get anymore outrageous? Thanks
to Jeff Maier, I realize it can get worse.
Wednesday night in Yankee Stadium, dur-
ing Game 1 of the American League Champi-
onship Series between the New York Yankees
and Baltimore Orioles, Maier reached over the
right field fence and pulled a Derek Jeter fly
ball into the stands and it was called a home
run. Never before and probably again will a
12-year-old kid play such a big role in any
major league baseball game, much less an
ALCS game.
The so-called homer in the seventh inning
tied the game at 4 and led to a Bernie Williams
homer (this one was legit) in the 11th inning
gave the Yanks a 5-4 win. Game 1 goes to
Maier and the Yanks.
Maier is now an instant celebrity, and for
all the wrong reasons. He interfered with a
game of great importance and affected the
outcome. This shouldn't have happened in the
first place, but to praise Maier for basically
handing the Yankees a win with an illegal play
is wrong.
This kid isn't the only one to blame. Sure,
umpires are human and have the right to be
wrong sometimes, but for all six umpires to
miss that call is unbelievable. Rich Garcia, the
right field umpire, did miss the call, but so did
every other umpire on the field. One guy
missing the call that I can understand, but six
guys? Give me a break.
The rule states that: "If spectator interfer-
ence clearly prevents a fielder from catching
a fly ball, the umpire shall declare the batter
out. At worst, this should have been called a
double, and after seeing the replay, Garcia
said he would have called it a double. But it
is too late to dispute that now. The call was
made and it can't be changed. Davey Johnson
will not win the appeal he has filed. How can
the league say, "Security wasn't tight enough,
we'll change the call." They can't, but they
shouldn't have to. This call should not have
been missed.
This is not a case of umps trying to get
back at Roberto Alomar for his actions, they
simply missed the call. These umpires are
professionals and know that if they tried to do
anything of this magnitude to get back at a
player, they would lose their jobs. They would
lose their livelihood. That is not what hap-
pened.
Baseball, more than any other sport, is a
game of inches. A few inches lower, Maier
can't reach the ball. A few inches higher, it
clears the fence and it doesn't matter if Maier
caught it (which he didn't.) Maybe because of
PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING
EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEM TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?
Today there seems to be an investment expertor financial advisor almost everywhere you
turn. But just how qualified are all these
experts?
Peace of mind about your future comes from
solid planning. From investments and services
designed and managed with your needs and
retirement security specifically in mind. The
kind of investments and services TIAA-CREF
has been providing for more than 75 years.
WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWARDING RETIREMENT.
Our counselors are trained retirement
professionals who have only you and your
future in mind. So you're treated as the unique
person you are, with special needs and concerns
about retirement. And that makes for an
understanding, comfortable relationship.
With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of
choice and flexibility in building your retirement
nest-egg — from TIAA's guaranteed traditional
annuity to the investment opportunities of
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.su
• Standard & Poor's Insurance Rating Analysis, 1995; Lipper Analytical Serviced, Inc., Lipper-Directors' Analytical Data, 1995 (Quarterly).
CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual S Indtitutthnal Services.
CREF's seven variable annuity accounts.
And we're nonprofit, so our expense charges
are among the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries.* That means more of your money
is where it should be — working for you.
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private
pension system in the world, based on assets
under management — managing more than
$150 billion in assets for more than one and a
half million people throughout the nation.
TIAA-CREF:
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.
It's tough to wade through all the "advice;
to find a reliable pension plan provider. But as a
member of the education and research
community, your best choice is simple: TIAA-
CREF. Because when it comes to helping you
prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up
to more than spare change.
For more information about how TIAA-
CREF can help you prepare for the future, call
our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.
this baseball should institute instant replay, but
only in very limited situations. The Orioles
may not have won the game even if Jeter
wasn't given the homer, but the rules weren't
followed.
Scott Martin is the sports editor for the
Maine Campus.
• Women's hoops
Black Bears enjoy
Maine flavor
By Josh Nason
Sports Writer
Four players from last year's 27-5 Uni-
versity of Maine women's basketball team
have moved on, leaving opportunities open
for the five new freshmen head coach Joanne
Palombo recruited to join this year's team.
Three of the new players will add to the
Maine flavor the Black Bears already pos-
ses with six Mainers already on the roster,
most notably Clinton's Cindy Blodgett.
Jessie Bruyere, Katie Clark and Amy
Vachon won't be far from home and will
have a chance to make an immediate im-
pact for the Black Bears.
Vachon is a 5-foot-7-inch guard from
Augusta who comes with a lot of creden-
tials. She played for back-to-back Class A
champion Cony in 1995 and '96. Vachon
has been on the Class A All-Tourney team
four times, Bangor Daily News All-Maine
team four times and was the 1995 USA
Today Maine player of the year. Despite
being a guard, she isn't concerned about
being trapped behind veteran juniors Cin-
dy Blodgett and Sandi Carver who aver-
aged 35.3 and 20.6 minutes per game re-
spectively.
"I'm just going to come in here and play
as hard as I can, and whatever happens,
happens," Vachon said. The two-time BDN
Owen Osborne MVP who averaged 18
points, five rebounds, eight assists, and
five steals a game her senior year, added,
"It can only help you to learn from one of
the best players in the country."
Maine being her first choice, she said it
was very important to her to play in her
home state.
"I get to play in front of a big crowd
every night, and there's big community
support," Vachon said. However, she's not
intimidated at the prospect of playing Divi-
sion I basketball now, but said she might
think about it more when the regular season
starts.
Six-foot forward Clark's action in Al-
fond Arena this year will come only a few
miles down the road from where she played
before — Bangor. Clark, a 28.9 ppg scorer
her senior year for the Bangor High School
Rams, will be expected to fill some of the
scoring and rebounding slack left by Cathe-
rine Gallant and Stephanie Guidi. She said
she feels no pressure because of her prox-
imity to Bangor, and hopes a lot of people
from Bangor will come up and support the
team.
While looking at other America East
schools Hartford and Boston University as
well as Boston College and Georgia, Clark
said what made the difference between
those schools and Maine is "the coaching
staff and players.I've played against Cin-
dy (Blodgett), Amy (Vachon), Andrea
(Clark), and Kelly (Bowman). It was great
to play against them, and now to play with
See MAINE on page 15
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them."
The other Maine native who could get
some playing time and attention is 6-foot-
7-inch center Bruyere from Cape Eliza-
beth. The tallest player in America East
this year, Bruyere led Cape Elizabeth in
rebounding the past two years and scored a
Class B tournament record 42 points in one
game. She feels no pressure because of her
height, and said her reasons for coming to
Maine were "to represent my home state
and it has a real good program academical-
ly and sports-wise."
Bruyere is also looking forward to learn-
ing from 6-foot-4-inch senior center Sta-
cey Porrini, who averaged 12.3 points and
10 rebounds a game last year.
"She has so much experience, and it
will help me a lot playing against her and
scrimmaging," Bruyere said.
Another Maine product, junior Carver,
from Beals, believes all the Maine girls
who are being recruited and attending Maine
is a good thing.
"I think it's great coach is getting the
best talent that she can out of the state," she
said. "Obviously, crowds are going to come
out and see the kids from Maine, so that's
a good thing too."
The Maine Scholar Athlete Award win-
ner whose first choice was Maine said,
"(Orono) had everything I wanted — bas-
ketball and academics — plus I was close to
home."
But as local media, public opinion and
scrutiny go, there is no better expert than
Blodgett, the all-time leading scorer in
Maine high school basketball, the winner
of an uncountable number of local and
national awards, and the most successful
women's basketball player ever from the
state of Maine.
"I think everyone would like the oppor-
tunity to play for their home state," Blodgett
said. "Maine was not an easy choice for me
to stay, because of all the pressure that
would be put on me, and on the team that
was here."
As far as the positives and negatives
go, "you always have to be on your best
behavior, because there's always some-
one watching. You learn a lot about peo-
ple, and how they really look at you,"
Blodgett said.
Palombo doesn't go after Maine play-
ers intentionally while recruiting, but if
they are top athletes and also from Maine,
"it's frosting on the cake," she said.
"We've been very fortunate," Palombo
said. "Maine has had tremendous student-
athletes for women's basketball, and I know
we want to focus on the top players who can
play Division I."
Palombo said the number of Maine girls
on the roster — 8 out of 13 — is a reflection
of the strength of women's basketball in
the state, as well as the coaching in Maine.
Blodgett and Palombo agreed on the strong
work ethic Maine players have.
"I think our teams worked very, very hard
as a unit, and that's one of the reasons we've
had success in the past," Palombo said.
• Men's soccer
Offense awakening for Maine
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
It is one of the most overused cliché in
sports: a tie is like kissing your sister. For
the University of Maine men's soccer
team, a tie isn't all that bad.
After losing six straight games, the
Black Bears are looking to use a 2-2 tie
last weekend against Drexel University
as a means for momentum.
"It's better than losing," Black Bear
captain Kyle Gray said. "But I still would
rather win."
The tie has to be considered a victory
for Maine, which had scored on just a
penalty kick in their last six games. After
trailing 2-0 late in the second half, the
Black Bears answered with two goals in
25 minutes to come away with the tie.
"It has to be considered a moral victo-
ry," Maine head coach Scott Atherley
said. "To be down two goals with 25
minutes left and to get those two goals
back gave us a big sigh of relief."
"It shows we still have offense," Gray
added.
Maine will try to use its newfound
offense this weekend when it faces off
with America East rival New Hampshire
Saturday at I p.m. in Orono. The Black
Bears have been solid defensively, al-
lowing just 11 goals in nine games while
going 2-6-1, but have been tentative on
offense by trying to concentrate more on
not allowing goals than scoring them.
"It's just another frustrating thing hav-
ing the mindset that we're going to play
so defensive minded," senior Paul Davi-
son said. "Our attitude has changed that
we want to press forward more, and work
from our press and our counterattack."
The Black Bears will look to use their
strength on defense to make up for their
lack of offense.
"Most of our attack is going to come
See MEN'S SOCCER on page 16
Wadleigh's
750 Stillwater Ave.
Old Town 04468 827-5504
\\NW. Video,
Sega and Super Nintendo Games
Movies 9,teea WU. eaaee
pundiomat
megabucks O'e4(
Hours: 6 a.m. to 11:30 p.m
Fri. & Sat. 'til 12:00 a.m.
Sunday 'til 11:00
Non-Traditional Student Coffee Hour
"Every Thursday at 3:15 p.m."
Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union
The Division of Student Affairs
• Cross country
Maine hosts Murray Keatinge
From Staff Reports
The Fifth Annual Murray Keatinge
Invitational will take place Saturday and
boast one of the largest and strongest
fields in the event's history.
Twenty-six teams from 15 colleges
and universities will participate with 10
schools coming from outside New En-
gland. The University of Arizona, Stan-
ford University, the University of Mich-
igan, the University of Kansas, Marque-
tte University, Ball State University,
Butler University, Boston College, Cen-
tral Connecticut, Holy Cross and the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire will be sending
their men's and women's teams.
Stanford, Arizona and Michigan are
the favorites on the men's side, while
Arizona, Stanford and Boston College
are favored on the women's side. Stanford
sophomore Mary Cobb placed fifth at
nationals, while teammates Kortney Dun-
scombe and Sarna Renfro are also favor-
ites. Angie Graham of Boston College
returns to defend her Murray Keatinge
Invitational title from last fall. Amy Ly-
man and Jodie Lake of BC, who finished
third and 13th respectively, also return.
Patty McCormick and Nicole Stevens
appear to be the favorites for the Black
Bears.
The Michigan men won the men's
team title last season, led by Kevin Sulli-
van, who isn't expected to defend his title
because of a knee injury. Wolverine John
Mortimer placed second in Orono last
year and 37th in the national final.
Bob Keino from Arizona and Greg
Jimmerson from Stanford could also make
strong bids at the Keatinge title. Keino
finished 11th and Jimmerson 23rd in the
1995 NCAA Championship.
Maine's Dereck Treadwell has enjoyed
a strong fall season, finishing second last
week in a four-team meet in Vermont. The
1,500-meter All-American and lone col-
legiate in U.S. Olympic Trial final, is
Maine's top challenger on the men's side.
He finished 19th a year ago.
UMaine Sports:
the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper The Maine Campus
101jaine - ZitTote
presents a
Candidate Jorum
with
Zgl Carr (epublican) and
InJary Cathcart (iDemocrat)
Candidates for
Mjaine ,ctate ,Senate
71,ursday, October 17, 1996
3:00 Pm, .ApC4,4 zoom
Mjemorial nioo
Z,Maine-U-Vote provides an opportunitg for students,staff, and facultg to
meet, listen to, question, or debate candidates for elective office during this
JaIl 1996 Elsetion „Season.
„Sponsored bg the Center for „Students and Commuaitg if
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Men's soccer from page 15
off the counterattack," Atherley said. "We
need more opportunities."
With only three non-conference games
remaining on their schedule, the Black Bears
need to start winning games if they plan to
get anywhere in the conference. After only
four games, Maine already trails America
East leader Towson State by three points.
Maine plays six of its next nine games in
r 
conference.
"The UNH game is extremely impor-
tant for a number of reasons. No. 1, it
gives us a chance to build on a turning
point last weekend," Atherley said. "No.
2, it's important because it's a confer-
ence game, and No. 3, we are still alive in
the conference and most of our season
left is in conference."
The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
The Maine Campus
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper
Football from page 13
Rameek Wright enters the game with 44
receptions and 654 yards. Only three
players in Maine history have caught
more than 50 passes in a single season.
Wright is averaging 7.3 receptions
per game, which puts him in second place
in the league. He is also seventh in the
nation in that category. With just six
receptions this weekend, Wright will etch
his name in Black Bear history.
Senior tailback Bob Jameson contin-
ues his climb on Maine's all-time rush-
ing leaders list as he sits in fourth place
with 2,336 career rushing yards. He is
about 200 yards away from moving into
third place.
Also among the all-time rushing lead-
ers at Maine is senior tailback Andre Pam,
who is in seventh place and could move
into sixth with 127 yards this weekend.
Cosgrove is pleased with the perfor-
mances of his running backs and wide
receivers this year.
"Our tailbacks, wide receivers, and
quarterback have stepped up for us," Cos-
grove said. "This is a critical game for
us. We've made some developments af-
ter we took a step back last weekend."
EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
Association
The Maine Campus Classifieds
Stop by the 4th floor Chadbourne Hall
for your classified ad.
help wanted
Spring Break! Earn cash! High commis-
sions/low prices! Work for SST! Travel
free! Sunsplash 800-426-7710
Senior Business Majors who
want to get in on the ground floor
of a new corporation. This is not a
class project, but a real life oppor-
tunity. Get involved with this
brand new business which has
many great opportunities for the
future. For personal interview, call
William Picard at 581-7170.
Tropical resorts hiring- entry-level
+ career positions available
worldwide (Hawaii, Mexico,
Caribbean, etc.) Waitstaff,
housekeepers, scuba dive leaders,
fitness counselors, and more.
Call Resort Employment Services
1-206-971-3600 ext. R50675
Cruise ships now hiring- earn up to
$2000+/month working on cruise
ships or land-tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal + full time
employment available. No experi-
ence necessary. For more informa-
tion call 1-206-971-3550 ext.
C50675
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Fishing
Industry. earn up to $3,000-
$6,000+ per month Room + Board!
Transportation! Male/Female. No
experience necessary! (206) 971-
3510 ext A50676
Eastern Europe Jobs- Teach
basic conversational English in
Prague, Budapest, or Krakow.
No teaching certificate or Euro-
pean languages required. In
expensive Room + Board +
benefits. For more info. Call :
(206) 971-3680 ext. K50673
Part time help wanted • contempo-
rary gallery • Bangor • references • must
have flexible sched • retail or Art
backgrd. Must like retail. 942-2866
or 942-9162
Experienced Consumer Products Tech.
Stereo/CD/VCR repair. Part-time. NE
Sound Reconing, 947-0560
***FREE TRIPS + CASH!*** Find out
how hundreds of Student Representa-
tives are already earning FREE TRIPS
and lots of cash with America's #1
Spring Break Company! Sell only 15
trips and travel free! Cancun, Baha-
mas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO
AVAILABLE. Call now! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK
for sale
House for sale unique 2 br 1
bath 500 sq ft house in
Greenbush. In excellent condi-
tion $27000 941-9531
1991 Mercury Capri- convertible,
new transmission, new top, no
rust, under 74K miles $4000 #866-
5851 Tracey
Delta Truck Tool Chest for sale $60
or BO & Columbia Ski Jacket
women's size L $75 or BO Call 947
1044 Jen or Ken.
94 AST Computer w/14" VGA
monitor & printer, 250MG HD,
4MG RAM, INT. FAX, lots of
software. $500 OBO 947-6377
lost and found
Found- on stairwell of Little Hall
bracelet call Maine Campus @ 1-
1273 to id it.
Stainless steel 10 oz. coffee mug
lost 9/26. Huge reward. Call
866-JUDY
Found 10/2 outside Neville Hall-
multicolored skull cap. Call
Andy @ X7461 to Claim.
Set of keys found in the
women's bathroom in Dunn Hall
on 10/2. Call 947-1467 to
claim.
Lost: Small gold pin with three
pearls in vicinity of Kennebec
Hall on Monday (10/7). Senti-
mental value. If found, please
call 866-0280
Found- Light green fleece pullover
behind South Stevens Hall. Call Robb
at 866-3793 to claim.
miscellaneous
SPRINGBREAK '97! Cancun, Jamaica,
& Florida. Campus Reps & Group
Organizers EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH.... Call us today 1-800-700-0790
Roommate needed in DTAV asap.
Must be friendly, outgoing. Call 1-
7888 for more info.
Math major w/tutoring exp. avail, all
levels- great rates -don't wait! Call
Chris the Math Guy 990-3995
PHOENIX TAEKWONDO- Get fit,
get fast, get real. Martial arts 2
nites/week $35/mo. Call Ray @
827-5821
Stereo speakers blown? Stereo
equipment the fritz? Call NE Sound
Reconing for fast Service 947-0560
Attention all students!!! Grants,
scholarships, aid available from
sponsors!!! No repayments, ever!!!
For more info! 1-800-243-2435
Niman's Big & Tall Men's Shop 25
Washington St. Penobscot Plaza. Clip
ad and save 20%. Call 942-4980.
Orono Farmers Market! Tues+ Sat 8-1
steam plant parking lot.. pumpkins,
apples, coffee & bagels
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! Over
$6 billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now available.
All students are eligible. Let us help.
For more info. call: 1-800-263-6495
ext. F50675
Bear Brew Pub welcomes you back
with dollar draft nights Mon-Wed after
9p.m. This week: Octoberfest
apartments
Orono- heated 1&2 B.R. Apts
walking distance to UMO 866-2816
Looking for roommate to share
house next to campus. 250.00/mo
+ utils. Please call 866-2443 Bill.
1 or 2 roommates wanted for
modern, clean, 5 br, 2 full bathroom
tri-level townhouse. Close to campus.
Privacy assured. Pet ok. $195- each
bedroom, everything included///
82 7-62 12 
5 Bedroom, 2 full baths.
Townhouse, close to UM,
modern, clean, carpeted, decks
ft. & rear. Tr -level. River
access. Pet ok, privacy. Heat,
water, sewer & more incl.
$875. mo..827-6212
Orono- Furn. rooms two minute
walk to UMO 866-7888
Dorm-style rooms only $185 per
month, per person. On campus
everything included. No alco-
hol. 866-0283
Apts for rent available Jan. 1 Call
866-2516 or 941-9113. No pets,
walking distance to campus.
personals
Are you in a University band? Con-
sider TBE, Band Service Soroity.
October 16th @ 6:30pm, Rm. 100,
CS PA!
I- Party's Candidate for State Repre-
sentative is Ralph Coffman...He will
represent y_Qk_inot them—
I-Party we know what it takes!! and
you do too... There's still time!!! Join
the Independents... 827-6212
Join us or get out of the way.... 
Independent Party for Maine . Box
345 Stillwater 04489. Do it now 827-
6212
I-Party now you can too. Help your
party be heard. Take control over
your University.  Register to vote!! 
I-Party now u can 2. This University
needs a swift kick in the ass of the
Administration and the Trustees. 
I-Party We kick ass and we know
who's ass needs kicking...Get
involved in your future!!! 827-6212
The Administration atthe Univ. of
Maine needs their royal asses 
kickesi right the hell out of here! 
It's time the students had a say in how
and for what their money is being
spent on.  Join the l-party and U can
party 2
I-Party the independent party for
Maine can show you how to
straighten it all out. Box 345 Stillwate
04489
3 days • 3 lines • 3 bucks
